
New Grammar Intro Ideas for Foundations 

Voices—print out the voices pdf, write on index cards, , construction paper, or popsicle sticks 

Actions—print out the action cards, write on index cards, construction paper, or popsicle sticks 

Hot Potato—tossing ball, bean bag, or stuffed toy while chanting or singing. Optional to stop the “potato” and have 1 person 

repeat grammar 

Label Relay—making labels of the new grammar words on sticky notes or other paper then taped, place them randomly on the 

wall (2 sets if doing teams). You can time each child to see who runs from one designated spot the fastest, placing them in 

order, and reading them aloud.  

Stacking Relay—label some plastic cups, blocks, or legos . Optional to time students. 

Voice Changer or Microphone—children take a turn repeating until heard 7 times 

Duck, Duck, Goose—child who is “it” says new grammar, then takes a normal turn.  

If You—make a list of questions to ask the class. If they answer “yes” to the question, they stand up and repeat the new gram-

mar. Try to think of questions that pertain to as many students as possible. 

Guess Who—a child comes to the front and faces away from the boards. Next child or tutor erases 1 word. All class repeats 

new grammar, but claps where the erased word was previously. The child facing away tries to guess what the word was. 

Hula Hoop or Jump Rope—each child gets a turn while repeating new grammar.  

Limbo—Using a piñata stick, broom, or other long object, each child takes a turn saying the new grammar and going under . 

Puppets—Each child gets a turn repeating new grammar with a puppet (making paper bag puppets also works). 

Ball Toss—tutor and student toss ball back and forth while repeating new grammar  (tutor: new grammar, student 1: next line 

or word of new grammar, tutor: next line or word, student 2, and so on) 

Hey neighbor—Tutor starts: “Hey, (Student’s name), did you know (new grammar )? Pass it On.”  And that student should re-

peat the same way to the next student.  

4 Corners—Label index cards or construction paper 1-4. Place one of each card in one of 4 corners . Tutor faces away from 

class. Students runs to a number. Tutor calls a number, all students there repeat new grammar. 

Musical Instruments—maracas, drums, small musical toys. “Play” to the new grammar with songs. 

Hand Motions—make up hand motions for new grammar lists 

“Splash” — opposite of Duck, Duck, Goose. Everyone stands. Student starts by saying new grammar, then picks a “goose. " 

That student sits and the goose repeats new grammar, and so on. Done when every child is sitting. 

Jump over a line (invisible, floor tape, jump rope)— Works well with Latin. Latin on one side (written on construction paper), 

English on the other side, in a zig zag pattern, going “up” the line. Child jumps side to side repeating new grammar.  

“Pass It On”— sitting in a circle on the floor, the children place hands on knees, palms up. You can have Timeline cards or each 

word on construction paper (with a photo?), one for each child. If you have extras, ask a parent to fill in. One person starts, 

reads their card, and high fives the next child, making it their turn.  Keep going  or trade cards.  

Keep a balloon in the air while chanting—optional to make “paddles.” Half paper plate, tape popsicle stick to the back.  

Pop bubbles while chanting– tutor or student blows bubbles, while each student takes a turn trying to pop them all before 

they finish saying  the new grammar 

Popcorn Grammar—write each word in a different color (enough for 1 per student). Pass them a marker that matches. All class 

repeats new grammar, when they get to the word that matches their marker, they “pop” up then back down.  



Fly Swat—with a new fly swatter, student gets a turn swatting the new grammar words written on construction paper or cards 

(bonus if they look like flies). Good for new grammar lists. 

Musical Chairs—good for new grammar songs. Number the chairs. Play the song, children walk in a circle. When song is over, 

call out a number, child repeats the new grammar. Repeat until heard 7 times 

Freeze  Dance—play new grammar song. Tutor faces away and students dance. When the tutor jumps around, whomever 

doesn’t freeze and is caught, repeats the new grammar. 

Hopscotch—good for lists. 1 word wrote on construction paper per “line.” Works well with either 5 or 7 words. Students take a 

turn hopping down the path, repeating new grammar. 

What’s Missing—good for Timeline cards.  Tutor lays out the cards. 1st student hides 1 behind back while class is not looking. 

Next student repeats Timeline, guessing which card is missing and it gets replaced. That student then takes a turn hiding one.  

Cheering—Good for Latin. Tutor says: “I say (Latin word), you say (English word). Then chants the Latin word once, the class 

chants the English word. Repeat a couple of more times. Then finish with, “I say (Latin, Latin, Latin)…” Class repeats (English, 

English, English). 
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